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Abstract—Teaching Cloud Computing is becoming crucial
since this recent computing paradigm is used in many ﬁelds
and it is changing the way we use the applications and the
technology. As a matter of the fact, most of the applications
that we use everyday through the web are based on cloud
services. Unfortunately, the difﬁculty to set up a real testbed
for students and, at the same time, the lack of an easy, open and
collaborative educational material freely available make teaching
Cloud Computing a hard task. In this paper we discuss the state
of the art concerning teaching Cloud Computing and we propose
education materials and tools that make Cloud Computing easy
to use even for students/educators without any computer science
skills.
Index Terms—Cloud Computing, Educational resources, Cloud
tools

I. I NTRODUCTION
The NIST deﬁnes the Cloud Computing as “a model for
enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared
pool of conﬁgurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction” [1]. In the last years, the adoption
of this model has grown very fast and it is everywhere: any
big IT company has implemented and proposed its cloud
platform (i.e., Amazon with Amazon Web Services (AWS) [2],
Google with Google Cloud Platform (GCP) [3], Microsoft
with Azure [4] and IBM Cloud [5], just to name a few)
and the most popular applications, which involve million of
users, run over a cloud infrastructure (i.e., Facebook, Twitter,
Salesforce.com, Netﬂix, just to name a few). Since Cloud
Computing has become so important, it is necessary to teach
this recent computational platform to all computer science
students and not only. As a matter of the fact, the services
provided by the Cloud Computing platform mentioned before
are useful in many ﬁelds. For example, a biological scientist
may need the Genomic Analyses Service provided by AWS [6]
or the Databiology’s platform on the IBM Cloud [7].
Due to the variety and the vastness of the potential audience of people interested in learning how Cloud Computing
works, it is necessary to provide a course with different paths
based on users skills (from computer science students to
users without any knowledge about informatics) and focused
on students/educators’ ﬁelds of interest (i.e., biology, math,
chemistry and so on). Of course, in order to create this
multidisciplinary course, a team of educators specialized for
these different paths is needed and a common platform where

to share/add/delete/modify the contributions should be easily
available form anywhere, through a Cloud Computing service.
In 2011, within the FutureGrid project [8] (a distributed
system which made possible for researchers to tackle complex
research challenges by providing them free access to cloud
platforms such as Eucaliptus [9] and Nimbus [10]), we shared
our educational materials with the FutureGrid community and
we created a speciﬁc web page to collect all the contributions
from the various educators and researchers (the page is still
available in [11] even if the FutureGrid project was dismissed
in 2014). At that time, the cloud platforms were not ready
for the big audience and most of them were designed for
computer science expert users only. Now the most famous
cloud platforms provide user-friendly web interface and many
services that the user can access by using its browser, for example. This service model, called Software-as-a-Service (SaaS),
has become a common delivery model for many business
applications, including ofﬁce software, messaging software,
CAD software, online games, collaboration software, just to
name a few. We believe that now it is the time to re-think
about how we teach Cloud Computing in our universities by
implementing two actions: (i) share our educational materials
in a single place by exploiting all the collaborative tools
available in order to easily improve this material constantly,
and (ii) provide tools to easily access to different cloud
platforms in order to avoid the vendor lock-in (in other words,
the cloud users must be able to use concurrently different cloud
platforms depending on their needs) and these tools must be
easy to use for any kind of user, also the one without any
computer science skill.
In this paper, we propose a new way of teaching Cloud
Computing that takes into account the interdisciplinary nature
both of the users involved and of the services proposed in
order to obtain a common knowledge platform where any
educators/students can ﬁnd/add educational materials and tools
to fully understand the strengths and weaknesses of the Cloud
Computing. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
in Section II we present the state of the art concerning
teaching Cloud Computing, while in Section III we discuss the
challenge to face in order to provide a high quality educational
materials. In Section IV we propose our “Cloud Computing
class” by discussing in detail the contents of each lesson and,
ﬁnally, we conclude the paper and we anticipate the next steps
already ongoing (Section V).

II. R ELATED W ORK
Several educational materials has been proposed during
the past years concerning Cloud Computing. In this study,
we focus our attention on the free resources avoiding the
commercial ones such as Coursera [12] where more than
10 courses are provided but related to only one platform, in
particular the Google Cloud Platform.
The Open Source Data Science Curriculum [13] (OSDSC)
proposes videos, courses and books for learning how to manage data science. The approach of this educational resource is
to exploit free platforms such as Github and Stack Overﬂow
in order to provide free reports, source code and hands-out.
The problem with OSDSC is related to the freshness of the
material proposed: the last commit in its repository was done
more than 6 years ago, when Cloud Computing was really
different with respect to what is now.
Another important educational resource is Qwiklabs [14]
which claims in its webpage “Become a cloud expert with
hands-on training.” In its webpage, the proposed educational
materials are only focused on two cloud platforms (i.e., Google
Cloud Platform and Amazon Web Services) and only few
hands-out are free (for some course you have to buy credits
to see the whole materials).
Google Cloud Codelabs [15] is a website focused only on
Google Cloud Platform which proposes labs that cover a wide
range of topics such as Google Cloud Basics, Compute, Data,
Mobile, Monitoring, Machine Learning and Networking. The
labs proposed can be ﬁltered by topic, duration and date of
publication, but a ﬁlter related to the user competence levels
(i.e. beginner, intermediate, advanced, etc.) is missing. This
means that in the 100+ labs proposed, it is quite difﬁcult for
a user to ﬁgure out which are the best labs for his/her own
competence.
Besides the above web contents aggregators, there are many
educators’ personal web sites which publish their own handouts or exercises. Although these educational materials are
very interesting, they are often speciﬁc for a single type of
users (for example, computer science graduated students with
a high competence level), the resources proposed are not
modiﬁable (e.g., they are in pdf format) and the source code
of the proposed exercises is not available.
In this paper, we propose a new approach based on sharing the Cloud Computing teaching experiences of various
educators. We provide a web content aggregator where all
materials is open/shareable/modiﬁable by any educators. We
also provide a open-source tool (developed by us) that enables
an easy interaction with different cloud platforms.
III. C HALLENGES
The three main challenges to face in order to properly teach
Cloud Computing are related to (i) ﬁnd out a real testbed
where to practice with this recent computing paradigm, (ii)
get conﬁdent with different cloud platforms in order to avoid
the vendor lock-in issues and, ﬁnally, (iii) have a high-quality
and wide-variety of educational materials ready to be exploited
without much effort by the educators and easy to understand

for students (despite their skills). In the rest of this section,
we discuss in details these three challenges.
A. Real testbed
The ﬁrst problem in teaching Cloud Computing is related
to the testbed where the students can get practice on this computing paradigm. Conversely to other lab teaching activities
where a typical student lab can be enough, a Cloud Computing
testbed requires a (possibly big) set of computational resources
geographically distributed worldwide. This scenario is almost
impossible to replicate in a university: the money to run such a
huge lab are difﬁcult to ﬁnd and, usually, a university has not
computational resources available in different countries. At the
time of writing, the only testbeds available ready to be used
with the characteristics mentioned above are the one provided
by the public cloud platforms such as AWS, GCP, IBM Cloud
just to name a few. In particular, the educators/students may
pay to rent computational power and/or service usage or they
can use the free resources/services available in these platforms.
These resources/services for free are very limited in terms of
capacities. For example, AWS provides a ”free-tier” resource
that is a virtual machine with 1 vCPU with 2.5GHz, 1 GB of
system memory, 8 GB of storage memory and low network
performance (where low means ”best effort”) that can be
executed by users for free. The other cloud platforms propose
similar “low capacity” resources, so it is quite difﬁcult for
students/educators make some realistic exercise over these
platforms. In the recent years, for educational purposes, AWS
and GCP have proposed speciﬁc environment to provide
better resources than free-tier. In particular, AWS started a
program called AWS educate [16]: an academic gateway with
educational resources for students and educators. In particular,
in this program an educator can add his/her students in a virtual
classroom and they will obtain 50$ of AWS credit. With this
credit, the students can run more powerful virtual machines
than the one proposed in the free-tier conﬁguration or rent an
Amazon AWS service for a limited amount of time. Google
Cloud Platform provides a similar educational program with
a limited amount of resources and for a limited period.
An alternative with respect to the public cloud platforms
provided by the big of the IT is represented by an open-source
project called OpenStack [17] which provides a free software
to build up a cloud platform. This means that if a group
of universities or companies can share their computational
resources over the Internet, they can install and conﬁgure
a cloud platform and use it for free without limitation in
resource capacities (the limit depends only on the capacities
of the resources shared) or time. In case these entities cannot
share their computational resources, a viable solution is to use
Chameleon [18]: a project which provides a real cloud testbed
running the OpenStack software. In particular, Chameleon
provides access to nearly 15,000 CPU cores, 5PB of total disk
space, hosted across two sites, the University of Chicago and
Texas Advanced Computing Center, connected by 100 Gbps
network. Last but not least, Chameleon is completely free: a

Fig. 2. The EasyCloud main menu.

Fig. 1. How to run a new virtual machine by using the command-line client
software provided by (a) AWS, (b) OpenStack and (c) GCP respectively.

very important characteristic for educators/students (and even
for researchers).
B. Different cloud platforms
The second problem is related to the lack of standardization
for interconnecting cloud platforms and this often results in
users being locked into a speciﬁc provider and platform. Even
if the basic features in each cloud provider are almost the
Fig. 3. The EasyCloud main features.
same (e.g., run a Virtual Machine) the terminology used and
how these features can be implemented are very different.
This means that when a user starts to get conﬁdent with in Figure 2 we show the main menu provided by EasyCloud
a speciﬁc platform, he/she is discouraged to try the same where a user can select which Cloud Computing platform to
actions into another platform since he/she has to learn new use and then, in Figure 3 we show the main actions available
terms and new procedures to replicate the same actions he/she for each Cloud platform. Thanks to these tools, the user does
did in the previous platform. From our point of view, it not have to remember the exact syntax of each Cloud platform
is really important that an educator/student get immediately client software and can easily not only run instances of virtual
conﬁdence with more than one cloud platform. This because machines but also perform some advanced actions such as
any cloud platform has its strengths and weaknesses and implementing a load balancer or a fault tolerant mechanism.
it is important to easily decide which is the best platform The details concerning all the features provided by these tools
to adopt depending on the features required. The difference is out of the scope of this paper. The interested reader can
between cloud platforms is even more complicate when an install/conﬁgure/run the tools by downloading them from their
expert user uses the command-line client software instead website (e.g., for EasyCloud the source code is in [23]).
of the web interface provided by the various vendors. For
example, in Figure 1 we show how a user can start a new C. Educational resources
virtual machine in AWS, OpenStack and GCP. By observing
The third problem is related to the quality, clarity and
the three commands in the ﬁgure, it is worth to notice how accessibility of the educational resources freely available in
different is the syntax and the number of parameters to be the web. As mentioned in the previous section neither the web
speciﬁed in order to execute the exact same action (i.e., starting portal speciﬁc to collect cloud educational resources (such as
a virtual machine) in the three platforms. Once a user is getting Google Codelabs or Qwiklab) nor the page of the courses
conﬁdent with one speciﬁc command-line client software, it is provided by educators are able to satisfy the accessibility,
hard for him/hers learning another set of commands to execute clarity and quality requirements. From our point of view,
the same actions. In order to face this problem, the scientiﬁc there is not the perfect educational material who ﬁts all the
community has proposed some tools such as Cloudmesh [19] necessity of a variety of users interested in Cloud Computing.
and EasyCloud [20] (where EasyCloud is an evolution of our Only a collaborative platform, where each educator can share
previous toolkits [21], [22]): both projects provide an easy his/her experience and provide his/her material can be actually
text user interface to manage virtual machines and bare metal useful. Thanks to this collaborative platform, it will also be
provisioned operating systems in a multicloud environment. easy for educators to update their materials: the constant
Just to give an overview concerning the interface of these tools, evolution of the software tools available makes the whole

cloud ecosystem different from one year to the next (i.e.,
the commercial cloud platforms such as AWS and GCP, are
constantly adding new products and adapting/removing old
ones). Few years ago, around 2011, we start an experiment:
we share online all our educational materials and we ask to
cloud communities to comment and use our material in their
class. The outcome was promising: many educators and cloud
users appreciated our work and they proposed updates and new
contents. Our educational materials is available for everyone,
we are constantly hearing from any suggestions which come
from the user cloud community (we have proposed our course
to the Chameleon users group [24] and Google Cloud Faculty
Community group [25]) and we have also created a mailing
list where students/educators can ask/propose new educational
resources. The material mentioned above is available in [26]
and in the next section we describe in details the syllabus of
our “collaborative” Cloud Computing course.
IV. S YLLABUS
In this section, we introduce the syllabus of the Cloud
Computing course proposed to the various user cloud communities. The course is organized in two main paths: the path
for beginners and the path for advanced users. The beginner
path (presented in Section IV-A) has been designed speciﬁcally
for new users without any computer science skills, while the
advanced path (presented in Section IV-B) has been designed
speciﬁcally for users with some basic program skills. All the
lessons proposed are freely available for download and any
educator can propose new educational materials. For each
lesson, we report in parentheses the estimate amount of hours
necessary to teach the proposed arguments. As mentioned
before, to support students and educators, a mailing list has
also been created to comment and to help both educators and
students to better understand what is Cloud computing and
how it works. In the rest of this section we describe in detail
the two paths.
A. The beginner path
1) Introduction to Cloud Computing (∼ 2h): in this
section, we introduce the deﬁnitions and basic concepts
related to the Cloud Computing. Then we describe both
the service models (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) and the deployment modes (Public, Private, Community, Hybrid). We
also discuss pros and cons of Cloud Computing in
various realistic scenarios.
2) Cloud Platforms (∼ 2h): in this lesson, we provide
an overview of the main Cloud Computing platforms
discussing their characteristics. In the ﬁnal part of the
lesson we compare cloud platforms with respect to
these characteristics by highlighting the strengths and
weaknesses of each cloud platform with respect to the
others.
3) OpenStack and Chameleon project(∼ 6h): this sequence of lessons are dedicated to the OpenStack project,
an open source Cloud Computing platform. The practical

exercises are performed on the Chameleon infrastructure.
The topic of each lesson follows:
a) Introduction to OpenStack (∼ 2h): after a brief introduction concerning the characteristics of OpenStack, we describe in detail how its web console
works in order to show to the students the steps to
start/stop/clone/access into a Virtual Machine.
b) LAMP+CMS (∼ 2h): in this lesson, the students
create a Virtual Machine (VM) running a web
server with a Content Management System (CMS)
(i.e., Joomla or Wordpress) over a Linux, Apache,
MySQL, PHP/Perl/Python (LAMP) software stack
(i.e., a software stack consisting of a Linux operating system, an Apache HTTP server, a MySQL
database management system, and a set of scripts
written in the PHP/Perl/Python programming languages). This VM is used in the next lessons to
perform the exercises proposed.
c) Manage volumes (∼ 2h): in this lesson, the students learn how to manage storage volumes by
performing some simple exercises where they simulate a service failure and recovery. In particular,
the students have to periodically save the data of a
service into a volume (that is, they backup data
related to the service) so that when the service
dies (that is, the virtual machine where the service
is running becomes unreachable), the new VM
(started automatically to replace the one that just
died) can recover the data from the backup stored
in the above volume and, therefore, continue the
service that was interrupted. In other words, the students have to implement what is called businesses
continuity.
4) Amazon Web Service (AWS) (∼ 4h): Cloud Computing was popularized with Amazon releasing its Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) product in 2006. Thus, in this
sequence of lessons, we introduce the “father” of Cloud
Computing platforms with the following topics:
a) Introduction to AWS (∼ 2h): in this lesson, we
present AWS and its vast ecosystem.
b) The AWS’s Console (∼ 2h): in this lesson, the
students get conﬁdence with this cloud platform by
interacting with its web console in order to perform
the basic actions such as starting/stopping/cloning
a VM.
5) Google Cloud Platform (GCP) (∼ 4h): The cloud
platform proposed by Google in discussed in detail in
this sequence of lessons as described below:
a) Introduction to GCP (∼ 2h): we introduce the GCP
features and we compare them with AWS.
b) The GCP’s Console (∼ 4h): the students start
to use GCP by exploiting its web console and
performing the basic actions.
6) Cloud Federation (∼ 6h): in these lessons the students
will learn how to use the Cloudmesh and EasyCloud

tools in order to interact with various cloud platforms.
As mentioned before, this is really important in order
to avoid the lock-in vendor “trap” and to fully exploit
the characteristics of each cloud platform. The topics of
each lesson follow:
a) Cloud standardization (∼ 2h): in this lesson, we
describe the various attempts to create standard
API to interact with any cloud platform and what
is still missing in order to achieve this important
goal.
b) The Cloudmesh project (∼ 2h): the students use
the Cloudmesh tool to perform some basic actions
such as starting/stopping/cloning a VM.
c) The EasyCloud project (∼ 2h): the students use
the EasyCloud tool to perform some basic actions
such as starting/stopping/cloning a VM.
At the end of the last two lessons, the students are invited
to discuss about these two tools and how it is important
standardization in Cloud Computing.
7) Beyond Cloud Computing (∼ 4h): in these lessons we
discuss what will be the Cloud Computing in the next
future.
a) Containers (∼ 2h): we introduce the concept of
Container and we discuss the differences between
Virtual Machines and Containers. A container is a
standard unit of software that packages up code and
all its dependencies so the application runs quickly
and reliably from one computing environment to
another [27].
b) Fog/Edge computing (∼ 1h): Fog/Edge Computing [28]–[30] is a highly virtualized platform that
provides compute, storage, and networking services between end devices and traditional Cloud
Computing Data Centers, typically, but not exclusively, located at the edge of network. This
new paradigm has been speciﬁcally proposed to
satisfy the real-time requirements of the services
that will delivered in the near future to end users
(e.g., autonomous vehicles and smart grids). In this
lesson, we present this new important paradigm, by
introducing its basic concepts and discussing how
it can work in synergy with the cloud.
c) Femtocloud systems(∼ 1h) : a Femtocloud system
is an emerging computing system consisting of
a ephemeral set of heterogeneous mobile devices
whose owners allow to run tasks ofﬂoaded by
other users [31]–[33]. In this lesson, we present
this recent system and we discuss how it can be
integrated in both Fog/Edge and Cloud Computing
platforms.
B. The advanced path
1) OpenStack and Chameleon project(∼ 6h) :
Once the students are conﬁdent with the
Chameleon testbed they are ready for more
advanced tasks. The topic of each lesson follows:

a) Load balance (∼ 2h): the students learn how to
automatically clone/stop a VM depending on load
intensities. In other words, the students have to
implement what is called elasticity.
b) Advanced usage of the command-line client software (∼ 2h): a set of exercises to exploit the
OpenStack command-line interface are proposed.
c) Customization scripts (∼ 2h): with this option the
user can specify a script to be executed immediately after the Virtual Machine boot. This option
has two advantages: (i) the user can save time by
avoiding to perform this installation/conﬁguration
steps manually, and (ii) the user can conﬁgure a
single Virtual Machine base image and use it for
different services, by simply providing the right
customization scripts, instead of having different
Virtual Machine images for the different services.
2) Amazon Web Service (AWS)(∼ 4h) :
a) The AWS’s command-line client software: by using the AWS’s command-line client software, the
students can create bash scripts to automate some
actions. Various exercises are proposed to the
students in order to learn the potentiality of this
command-line client software.
3) Google Cloud Platform (GCP)(∼ 4h) : For the main
AWS competitor, we provide two advanced lessons:
a) The GCP’s command client (∼ 2h): the students will use the basic commands of the GCP’s
command-line client software and compare them
with the command-line interface offered by AWS.
b) A MapReduce example (∼ 2h): the students implement an easy MapReduce [34] example. MapReduce is a software framework for easily writing
applications which process vast amounts of data
(multi-terabyte data-sets) in-parallel on large clusters (thousands of nodes) of commodity hardware
in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner.
4) Cloud Federation (∼ 6h): Behind tools like EasyCloud
and Cloudmesh there are several libraries which enable
access to different cloud systems. In this sequence of
lessons, we describe in detail how they work and we
propose some exercises based on them. The topic of
each lesson follows:
a) The Boto library [35] (∼ 2h): this is the Python
library for AWS and it supports more than 50 AWS
services. We propose to the students to write scripts
to interact with the services related to elastic Cloud
Computing and autoscaling.
b) The Apache libcloud [36] (∼ 2h): this is a Python
library that provides a uniﬁed API for interacting
with many popular cloud service providers (e.g.,
AWS, GCP, and OpenStack, just to name a few).
We propose a working script and ask to the students
to improve it by adding new features such as
monitor some parameter of a virtual machine.

c) The EasyCloud tool (∼ 2h): advanced actions are computer science curriculum, and in order to achieve this goal
possible with our tool. In particular, it is possible the educational materials must be understandable for any kind
to set some automatic procedure in order to imple- of users. For this purpose, we provide educational materials
ment customized load balancing policies.
free to use and tools to help user to explore different cloud
5) Cloud as a platform (∼ 16h): beyond data storage and platforms.
In the future, we plan to improve the educational material by
computing, there are high-level services that are particadding
new resources dedicated to other cloud platforms such
ularly well suited to research applications. In particular,
as
IBM
Cloud, Microsoft Azure just to name a few and we also
after an introduction concerning the big data concepts,
plan
to
increase the number of practical exercises, possibly
we discuss the most recent solutions for data analysis,
by
introducing
additional tools suitable for experimenting
machine learning and streaming data analysis. We also
with
virtualized
infrastructures
(e.g., [44]). Moreover, we are
propose some practical exercises by using the Apache
recording
some
lessons
and
we
will put them available for
Hadoop [37]: a software library that allows for the
distributed processing of large data sets across clusters everyone in our website like a Massive Open Online Courses
of computers using simple programming models. The (MOOCs). We are also studying how to improve the collaboration between educators and students by testing speciﬁc
topic of each lesson follows:
a) Introduction to Big Data (∼ 2h): we introduce platforms for educational purposes such as Moodle [45], MIT
the concepts of Big Data and we discuss the Star platform [46] and Piazza [47]. Finally, we plan to take
challenges for storing, processing and visualizing surveys among students at the end of the course, to collect their
feedbacks and improve the course organization consequently.
huge amount of data.
b) Data analytics (∼ 6h): we discuss the basic
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